Alzheimer’s disease qEEG
Spectral analysis versus coherence. Which is the best measurement?
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ABSTRACT
There is evidence in electroencephalography that alpha, theta and delta band oscillations reflect cognitive and memory performances and that quantitative techniques can improve the electroencephalogram (EEG) sensitivity. This paper presents the results of comparative analysis of qEEG variables as reliable markers for Alzheimer’s disease (AD). We compared the sensitivity and specificity between spectral analysis (spectA) and coherence (Coh) within the same group of AD patients. SpectA and Coh were calculated from EEGs of 40 patients with mild to moderate AD and 40 healthy elderly controls. The peak of spectA was smaller in the AD group than in controls. AD group showed predominance of slow spectA in theta and delta bands and a significant reduction of inter-hemispheric Coh for occipital alpha 2 and beta 1 and for frontal delta sub-band. ROC curve supported that alpha band spectA was more sensitive than coherence to differentiate controls from AD.
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EEGq na doença de Alzheimer: análise espectral versus coerência. O que é melhor?

RESUMO
Há evidências de que as oscilações das bandas teta, alfa e delta no eletroencefalografo podem refletir diferenças na cognição e memória; a sensibilidade deste método diagnóstico pode ser melhorada por técnicas de quantificação. Comparamos a sensibilidade e especificidade entre a análise espectral (spectA) e coerência (Coh) dentro do mesmo grupo de pacientes com doença de Alzheimer (DA) e contra um grupo controle. SpectA e Coh foram calculadas a partir de EEGs de 40 pacientes com DA leve a moderada e 40 idosos saudáveis. O pico do espectro foi menor no grupo DA que nos controles. O grupo DA também apresentou um espectro mais lento nas bandas teta e delta e menor coerência inter-hemisférica para as sub-bandas alfa 2 e beta 1 posterior e delta frontal. A curva ROC suporta que a análise espectral da banda alfa foi mais sensível que a coerência para diferenciar controles de DA.
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There is evidence in electroencephalography that alpha, theta and delta band oscillations reflect cognitive and memory performances and that quantitative techniques can improve the electroencephalogram (EEG) sensitivity. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) diagnosis should be based upon clinical history, neuropsychological and laboratory tests, neuroimaging and electroencephalography. Therefore, new approaches are necessary to enable earlier and more accurate diagnosis and to measure treatment results.

EEG visual analysis is a helpful auxiliary method in AD diagnosis. The most usual EEG findings are the displacement of background frequency into delta and theta ranges and the decrease or dropout of alpha central frequency. Sandmann observed a direct correlation between the degree of cognitive impairment and the power of low frequency electrical activity in the EEG.

Since the first studies of quantitative EEG (qEEG) by Lehmann and Duffy, spectral analysis (spectA) and other statistics have been applied to EEG. Moreover, spectA has been considered 71% to 81% sensitive to changes in AD EEG background. Saletu found a localized temporal decrease of alpha and beta activities in AD and a more widespread distribution of slow cerebral rhythms in vascular dementia (VaD). Pucci proposed that the “alpha” rhythm could be a diagnostic AD marker, since there is a decrease in the alpha frequency to 6.0-8.0 Hz in mild AD patients.

Coherence (Coh) quantifies the covariance between pairs of signals (EEG electrodes) as a function of frequency and it is a well-established method to quantify connectivity through the corpus callosum. High Coh is related to the structural and functional integrity of the intra and interhemispheric cortical connections. Consequently, Coh is becoming widely used in AD studies. For example, Besthorn found central and frontal Coh decrease in theta, alpha and beta bands of AD patients. Studies from Locatelli had similar results with decreased Coh in AD EEGs.

This paper compares the sensitivity and specificity of spectA versus ordinary Coh within the same group of AD patients and controls. The purpose is to determine the most reliable measurement in AD diagnosis. This approach is necessary because, most studies on AD and EEG focus on these variables without correlating them.

**METHOD**

We studied two groups aged from 60 to 80 years: 40 patients with mild to moderate symptoms (DSM-IV-TR) of probable AD (NINCDS-ADRDA criteria [McKhann]) and 40 cognitively healthy educational-matched controls. Patients and controls were submitted to the Brazilian version of the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE). AD patients should score below 26 points in the test.

The EEGs were recorded with the probands awake but relaxed, with closed eyes, through a twenty-electrode computer-based system (EMSA), in accordance to the 10-20 system. Despite the fact that there are controversies regarding which reference is the best, linked ears are standard in our laboratory. The EEG was band pass filtered for 1-30 Hz, using a sampling rate of 200 Hz. Samples were selected by visual inspection, in order to get 20 windows of 2 seconds epochs that were free of eye blinking, drowsiness, muscle movements, or equipment-related artifacts. The frequency domain analysis was performed using the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm and the mean power was calculated separately within each of the sub-bands for Coh analysis (delta1: 1.0 to <2.0 Hz; delta2: 2.0 to <4.0 Hz; theta1: 4.0 to <6.0 Hz; theta2: 6.0 to <8.0 Hz; alpha1: 8.0 to <10.0 Hz; alpha2: 10.0 to <12.5 Hz; beta1: 12.5 to <15.0 Hz; beta2: 15.0 to <20 Hz and beta3: 20.0 to ≤30). Interhemispheric Coherence (IHCoh) from EEG pairs of electrodes were performed in the original referential montage (Fp1-Fp2; F7-F8; F3-F4; C3-C4; P3-P4; T5-T6 and O1-O2) for EEG bands and sub-bands. We did not “window” the FFT in any additional way. IHCoh was calculated following the formula: Coh (f) = [Gxy (f)]^2 / Gxx(f)Gyy(f).

The spectA peak was calculated from the maximum spectral power (not the mean frequency) found in each frequency band. The average Coh of controls and AD was statistically compared (Student t-test) and Pearson correlation was also calculated for the inter-hemispheric Coh among all electrodes to each other, in all bands and in both groups. Furthermore, Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (ROC) analysis was used to compare the accuracy of the EEG variables to discriminate AD patients from controls.

**RESULTS**

The AD group spectA peak showed a slow bands decrease (delta and theta) and an alpha band decrease mainly in posterior areas (T5-T6; O1-O2). The AD group spectA frequency peak was significantly reduced to the range from 6.0 to 10.9 Hz. Controls had values from 8.1 to 10.9 Hz (t test for independent samples; p<0.001). Coh analysis also revealed significant differences between the two groups (t-test) for the following electrode pairs and frequencies: Fp1-Fp2: delta1 (p=0.022); F3-F4: delta2 (p=0.033); alpha1 (p=0.004); alpha2 (p=0.002); beta1 (p=0.001); beta2 (p=0.008); C3-C4: beta1 (p=0.046); P3-P4 alpha1 (p=0.030); O1-O2: alpha1 (p=0.026).

Roc analysis was calculated for all band in all groups of electrodes. Alpha1 spectA peak and alpha1 inter-hemispheric Coh showed the two biggest areas under the Roc.
curve (related to posterior electrodes: O1, O2). Consequently, we discarded the additional information and we only compared alpha1 spectA peak to alpha1 inter-hemispheric Coh (Fig 1). When both were considered, the area under the curve was 0.79. Considered alone spectA peak area under its ROC curve was 0.87. Therefore, in this specific sample of EEGs, spectA was more sensitive and specific than Coh to discriminate AD patients.

The Pearson correlation analysis showed lower correlations between fast frequencies in controls compared with AD patients (Fig 2A and 2B). This comparison showed that the significant correlation in the AD group occurred mostly in the anterior and medium scalp areas to delta and theta frequency bands. In the control group, the significant correlation was more diffusely distributed through all areas and frequency bands, showing correlation between alpha and beta bands in the posterior and medium scalp areas and between delta and theta bands in the more anterior part of the scalp.

**DISCUSSION**

Possibly our findings are related to a broader dementia spectrum than to AD. However, subjects were recruited for inclusion in this study from University of São Paulo’s Alzheimer’s ambulatory (CEREDIC). Consequently, our findings reflect only our sample behaviour. We probably would find similar results comparing normals with other dementia subgroups and the specificity would be much lower comparing AD patients with other neurodegenerative or psychiatric diseases. These are questions to be answered in the future.

Eye movements and blink contamination are pervasive problems in EEG research. Their electric potentials can propagate across much of the scalp distorting brain signals. To cope with these artifacts we used short EEG FFT epochs to increase the likelihood that there was artifact-free data available for analysis in AD patients (some of them poorly cooperative).

The EEG alpha1 spectA peak differed clearly between AD group and controls, with a control group cut-off at 8.0 Hz. This result is in agreement with previous studies.
which concluded that values of alpha peak below 8.0 Hz in EEG background may be considered pathological23.

The importance of alpha spectA analysis is here emphasized because alpha rhythm constitutes the background of the normal EEG in awake individuals and its slowing is associated with brain dysfunction24. For example, two parameters related to central areas have been recently considered as markers of the progression of AD: alpha rhythm frequency decrease and theta power increase25. Our results are consistent with Dringenberg findings that cholinergic and monoaminergic decrease occurs in AD resulting in a EEG background activity displacement to lower frequencies25.

The inter-hemispheric Coh was statistically reduced for AD group in two areas of the scalp: alpha2 and beta1 sub-bands in posterior areas and delta and theta in anterior areas. These results can be explained by a decrease in overall cortical connections as a consequence of neuronal loss in AD26. This theory is supported by Holschneider’s27 studies in rats, which demonstrated that Coh is sensitive to cholinergic deafferentation, particularly to the loss of cortico-cortical connections. This latter study is in accordance with our findings of significantly reduced Pearson correlation coefficients in AD versus the control group.

The novelty of the present work lies in the comparison between the sensitivity and specificity between Coh and spectA within the same group of AD patients. In this cohort of patients we found that spectA was more sensitive and specific than Coh to discriminate AD, though both methods can be helpful when added to AD diagnostic tests. Nevertheless, the definite inclusion of qEEG in clinical practice awaits a systematic replication and validation of our results.
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